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I’ve written much about the extreme dangers of a COVID
vaccine. Here I want to present simple basic facts, which
apply to all vaccines and all recipients.
Public health agencies readily admit that people with weakened
immune systems should not be vaccinated.
But the language they use is dodgy and incomplete. The CDC
states: “A vaccine should not be administered when a
contraindication is present; for example, MMR vaccine should
not be administered to severely immunocompromised
persons…Severely immunocompromised persons generally should
not receive live vaccines…”

No word about killed-virus vaccines. No word about the dangers
of vaccine components, such as aluminum and formaldehyde.
But there are more issues. According to conventional vaccine
theory, the injection of a germ stimulates the immune system
to mount a response—and this is an effective rehearsal,
preparing the immune system to react quickly, later, when the
real disease comes along.
But if the recipient of the vaccine has an immune system that
is already impaired, how can the “experts” believe the
rehearsal will go smoothly? The recipient’s antibody scouts
would respond sluggishly. The immune killer cells would fail
to carry out their mission of wiping out the germ-invaders in
the vaccine.
To use a mechanical analogy, vaccinating people with
compromised immune systems is like pumping more efficient fuel
into a car to improve its performance, when in fact the car’s
engine is already disabled.
Worse yet, vaccinating a person whose immune system is weak
would overwhelm his body’s defenses with injected chemicals
and germs, creating dire levels of illness. The rehearsal
would be the real thing—and the body would take the
punishment.
All right. Now imagine the completion of COVID-19 vaccine
development and a few billion people receiving a new COVID
vaccine. Do you seriously think doctors are going to spend
time sorting out all these people, to discover whose immune
systems are already weak, and shunting them off into the donot-vaccinate category? Of course they won’t.
No mass vaccination campaign (for example, in Africa) has
separated the weak from the strong—and none of those campaigns
approached the numbers envisioned for the COVID vaccine.
In a COVID campaign, people are going to be dropping like

flies. And when they do, public health authorities will employ
the time-honored strategy of calling them “sudden deaths owing
to COVID disease.”
Furthermore, I’m talking about a conventional vaccine. Two new
technologies are in the COVID testing pipeline as we speak:
DNA and RNA vaccines. They have never been released for public
use. DNA technology is actually gene therapy. Genes are
injected into the body, and they permanently alter the genetic
makeup of the recipient in unknown ways. RNA vaccines would
carry the danger of triggering autoimmune reactions, meaning
the body basically goes to war against itself.
Pro-vaccine religionists are enthusiastic and militant about
bringing a COVID vaccine into play, and they want to see it
mandated. In their wet dream, a vaccinated person would
receive an immunity certificate, enabling him to go back out
into the world, from lockdown. The unvaccinated would face a
more murky future.
In this sense, the entire “COVID pandemic” is an operation
designed for the use of a vaccine. Politically, it is offered
up as a forked road into favored status, or a shameful lowerclass outlier category, resembling Church excommunication.
[Read more here]
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